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CSS Corp’s Digital TAC Framework
The enterprise IT ecosystems are built up on modular technology blocks that provide access,
data, connectors, security, infrastructure and interoperability solutions among various devices and
software. These blocks must work in total harmony to deliver flawless customer experience to
customers with varying levels of expectations in various industries. Disruption in such ecosystems
can have adverse impact on the performance of all other related industries. To maintain a proper
balance, there needs to be a well augmented support system that can enable enterprises manage
customer expectations effectively.
CSS Corp with its experience of managing complex product and technology support operations
has built Digital TAC (Technical Assistance Center), an intelligent support optimization framework
designed to transform support operations by leveraging new age technologies. Our framework
infuses contextual intelligence into support operations that promotes highest level of predictability
and optimization.
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CSS Corp’s Enterprise Product Lifecycle Support Practice
Overview
Undisputed leader in enterprise tech support with two decades of experience in supporting
enterprise software solutions, ISPs, ISVs, OEMs and networking infrastructure companies
Digital TAC framework to improve customer experience and operational efficiency
Multi-lingual technical support capabilities to enable global business operations
Robust automation, enterprise analytics & mobile based omni-channel solution driving
proactive network and system failure detection
Interactive knowledge management engine with federated search and engineer amplification
capabilities

Experience Our Expertise in Enabling Enterprise Technologies
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Key Highlights
20 years of experience in providing end-to-end product life-cycle support services
Enabling 30 out of top 50 telcos, 6 out of top 10 networking and 3 out of top 5 UCaaS global
leaders
Extensive TAC capabilities in managing complex support landscapes from edge to core

Key Industry Recognitions and Awards
Recognized by Gartner among Top 50 Customer Management Service Providers, 2018
Recognized by NelsonHall as a “Leader” in Telecom Customer Management Services, 2017
Recognized by Forrester as a “Strong Performer” in Forrester Wave for Customer Analytics
Services, 2017
Winner of the Stevie Sales & Customer Service Awards for Innovation in Customer Service in
Telecommunication Industry

About CSS Corp
CSS Corp is a new age IT services and technology support company that harnesses the power of
artificial intelligence, automation, analytics, cloud and digital to address customer needs. The company
partners with leading enterprises to help realize their strategic business outcomes. Its team of 5,500
technology professionals across 16 global locations is passionate about helping customers differentiate
and succeed. We act as a catalyst for growth by enabling enterprises to transform from traditional
models to new age service models and help them identify new revenue streams.
For more information on how we can transform your customer journey, please visit www.csscorp.com or
send a mail to info@csscorp.com.
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